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SOMEONE;SOMETHING;ANYTHING,
NOWHERE, ETC
1Check the correct alternative.
a) Is there ______________________you want to know?
1) nothing
2) anybody
3) anything

b) ____________likes her. She isn't trusty.
1) nobody
2) anywhere
3) nothing
c) Will ____________ take this boxes, please?
1) anywhere
2) anybody
3) anything

2Complete the sentences using the compounds of some and
any, like the example:
Example: Can

someone

tell me what is happening here?

a) We spent our holiday ____________________ near the beach.
b) She is rich now. She can afford _______________________she wants.

c) We haven't found___________________________there. The garage was
empty.
d) I want to buy ___________________________ precious for her .
e) I don't need ____________________________from the bakery.

3(ITA) _________ cures a headache faster than an aspirin.
a) Nothing
b) None
c) Nobody
d) Somebody
e) Anybody

4(MACKENZIE) _________ of you can speak English well.
a) None
b) Nothing
c) Nobody
d) Anybody
e) Someone

5- Complete the sentences with the suitable compounds of
some, any.

a) I didn’t eat __________ last night. = I ate ___________ last night

b) There isn’t ____________ at the door. = There is _____________ at the
door.

c) I did ____________ on the weekend. = I didn’t do __________ on the
weekend.
d) I’m not going to her party. She invited ___________ I know. = I’m not going
to her party. She didn’t invite ____________ I know.
e) Do you know ___________ here?
f) Did he try _____________ new to solve this issue?

key
1
a) Anything
b) Nobody
c) Anybody
2
a) somewhere
b) everything
c) anything
d) something
e) anything
3
a) Nothing
4
a) None
5
a) anything – nothing
b) anybody – nobody
c) nothing – anything
d) nobody – anybody
e) anybody
f) anything

PASSIVE VOICE
6- Rewrite the active voice sentences into passive voice ones.

My son cleaned the windows.
1.
.
We receive the newspaper.
2.
.
Bill is going to repair the car.
3.
.
Susan wrote the letter.
4.
.
You should repair the computer.
5.
.
The children have eaten the cookies.
6.
.
Ann will know Machu Picchu ruins.
7.
.
8.

We have cleaned the room.

.
They had won the race.
9.
.
I will build a new house.
10.
.

Answer Key 6
1 the windows were cleaned by my son.
2- The newspaper is received by us.
3- The car is going to be repaired by Bill.
4- The letter was written by Susan.
5- The computer should be repaired by you.
6- The cookies have been eatean by the children
7- Machu Picchu ruins will be known by Ann.
8- The room have been cleaned by us.
9- The race had been won by them.
10-A new house will be built by me.

7- Rewrite the sentences below into Active voice.
a) Cookies is sold by Elise.
b) The bakery was cleaned by my uncle.
c) The book was read by his sister.
d) The dinner was made by her mother.

e) Milk is offered by Paul.
Answer key
a) Elise sells cookies.
b) My uncle cleans the bakery.
c) My sister reads the book.
d) Her mother makes the dinner.
e) Paul offers milk.

8- Choose the sentence which is the same meaning as the given
one.:
A When children watch TV, they encounter a wide range of places,
people, and information.
a) When children watch TV, a wide range of places, people, and
information will be encounter.
b) When children watch TV, a wide range of places, people, and
information are encountered.
c) When children watch TV, a wide range of places, people, and information
is encountered.
d) When TV was watched, a wide range of places, people, and information
are encountered by children.
e) A wide range of places, people, and information will be encountered
when children watched TV.

B“You can't wrap a whole mountain range in a blanket”.
a) A whole mountain range can't be wrapped in a blanket.
b) A whole mountain range couldn't be wrapped in a blanket.
c) In a blanket, a whole mountain range isn't wrapped.
d) You can't be wrapped by a whole mountain range.
e) You and a whole mountain range can't be wrapped.
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9- Complete the sentences in the Active Voice. Use the correct verb
form.

a) The pair of paints can be taken by you.
b) The principal must be obeyed by us.
c) The door was broken by the children.
d) A birthday party will be given here.
e) A cake was eaten by them.

9 Answer Key
a) You can take the pair of paints.
b) We must obey the princial.
c) The childrem broke the door.
d) They will give a birthday party here.
e) They ate a cake.

